Earn $80 to $160 Per Hour Or More, With TCS Heavy Duty Telecine Equipment

Superior Quality And Convenience, And Reasonably Priced From $2600.  (Shown: Dual-8 True Speed with OSD, $2995)

Tobin Video Transfer equipment is self contained, with projector, optics and quality video camera in one compact unit. Just connect to the DVD, MiniDV or VHS recorder, and TV or monitor of your choice, and go!

Simplified and perfected optical design. No condenser lens, field lens, mirror, projection lens, uncoated “Coke bottle bottom” close-up lens, grainy ground-glass screen, or zoom lens to degrade the image. The speed is crystal controlled. There is no need to run the film dead slow, thus no need for a computer, no extra computer program, and no extra time on a computer just to correct the speed or orientation of the image. Use with normal room lighting. Available for NTSC or PAL video. Our 3CCD models give resolution equal to or better than competing European equipment of ten times our price!

NEW! True Speed models for super-8 sound, super-8 silent, regular 8 or dual 8 have exactly correct 18,000 and 24,000 speeds. No more apologizing for the speed being wrong! 16mm has the same sound speed as an expensive scanner.

NEW! OSD (On Screen menu Display) 1CCD version gives pushbutton near-total control over color balance, contrast, manual or automatic exposure levels, gamma, forced B&W or color selection, mirror image and more. Nearly the same degree of color control as a $75,000 European telecine, at a tiny fraction of the price. External Hitachi remote control box (sold elsewhere) is available for our 3CCD models, giving a wide adjustment range of camera color parameters.

Wide selection of models for nearly any requirement. TCS telecines are just the thing for replacing your dated, probably worn-out Elmo and Goko machines and your unproductive, agonizingly slow computer-dependent gear as well.

Tobin Cinema Systems, Inc. / Film to DVD

Transfer Your Home Movies To DVD Yourself, With TCS “My Own Telecine”

Superior Quality And Convenience, And Reasonably Priced From $1595

Tobin Video Transfer equipment is self contained, with projector, optics and quality video camera in one compact unit. Just connect to the DVD, MiniDV or VHS recorder, and TV or monitor of your choice, and go! These are also used by small transfer companies.

Digital correction of image orientation, with no condenser lens, field lens, mirror, projection lens, “Coke bottle bottom” close-up lens, grainy ground-glass screen, or zoom lens to degrade the image. There is only a 1:1 specially computed macro lens between the film and the CCD. Outputs are MiniDIN S-Video (optional) and yellow RCA Composite Video (standard.)

The TVT-S8C (for super-8 film) and TVT-D8C (dual-8) scan the film frame by frame in real time, while the film is momentarily paused in the gate, and look directly at the film emulsion side. Each film frame goes to 3 fields of video, with no flicker, or blending of film frames. The TVT-D8C also has an enlarged gate and is sprocketless.

The speed is crystal controlled. There is no need to run the film dead slow, thus no need for a computer, no extra computer program, and no extra time on a computer just to correct the speed. Available for NTSC or PAL video.

The new OSD (On Screen menu Display) version gives near-total control over color balance, contrast, exposure, gamma, forced B&W or color selection, mirror image and more. Available from $1595 and up, and gives you nearly the same degree of color control as a $75,000 European telecine, at a tiny fraction of the price.

Tobin Cinema Systems, Inc. / Film to DVD